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About This Software

Hindenburg VR
“ The virtual window to the past “

Slightly colorized by imagination but still the detailed and genuine 3D reconstruction of largest flying machine ever built - LZ
129 Hindenburg.

Immerse yourself to the virtual reality and explore the exterior and interior of the airship, read the story behind, enjoy the
experience of flight and soak up the atmosphere on board.

Meet the history using the technology of the future, educate yourself through play.
80th Anniversary of the last flight of Hindenburg LZ -129 (3-6 May 1937).

Be prepared to know everything about its design.

Features:
4 Experience Modes - Explore, Disaster, Night and RC

1. Explore Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship

Voiceover of the Hindenburg story
Titles

Blueprints, Drawing
Aim Teleport, Free step, Layers toggle, Mini map, Direct Teleport
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2. Disaster Mode:
Observation and experience of the crash from all angles

Aim Teleport, Free step, Mini map, Direct Teleport

3. Night Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship in the dark

Aim Teleport
Flashlight

4. RC Mode:
Flying with small remote control airship
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Title: Hindenburg VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
Michal Bárta
Publisher:
3DA
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: W7, W8.1, W10

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC VIVE Headset

English
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\u2714 Fun to play
\u2714 Awesome graphics
\u2714 Great sounds. EXPAND THIS TO SEE MORE OF THE REVIEW, THE VIDEO IS NOT ALL
Video Review here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMSAGxhWzFM

 This game is a good Couch Co-op game that will work well for 2 or more people (up to 4) in a room.

 This game doesn't need a controller to play, but it is a good thing to have one or two on hand, it will definitely help.

 You aim by moving, so get used to that, it's an intersting concept used in some other games, but you will need to learn
how to use recoil to keep you stationary.

 This game is very fast paced, if you like slower games, this is not for you.

 The game is limited to the enviroment and how you can play. You take as much fun out of this game as the effort you
and your friends are willing to put in.

 This game allows you to create maps for you to play in with your friends or bots, but I haven't seen any Steam
Workshop compatability. I don't know if I just didn't see it or it is not implimented at all.

Things for the developers:

 If you go out of the maps boundaries on the Top, Left or Right, you will stay out of bounds until you can feel your way
back in or make it to the bottom of the map so that you can respawn. Please make it so that if you leave the screen on
the left, you arrive on the Right or keep it as is it, but make it so that you are still visable, whether that requires the
camera to be pulled back or it moves with the players.

 Add the choice to pick and use different colors for the enviroment, whether it's a basic color set or a RGB color wheel,
it would be nice to have more variety than just white blocks.

 Powerups? maybe it's pushing the boundaries of Smash Brothers, but it would be a nice game mode to have to keep the
game interesting and keep some variety.

 Consider a way of adding online co-op compatability. Don't host servers yourself as they will be high cost and there will
be a high latency, which will not suit this game very well. Rather go with the approach of allowing players to create
servers themselves and then allowing other players to join to said server. Whether that requires adding a Dedicated
Server option where you download another software to host or you can just host as you play.
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Overall this game is a great time killer, I play it when i'm rendering a video as it doesn't take that much CPU or GPU power. It
is okay to play with yourself and bots, but if you really want to enjoy yourself, get some friends over to play. Great job on the
game so far! I would love to see where the development takes this game.. I first played this game 20 years ago on the old Amga
system It was Great then
The transfer to pc and steam version has lost nothing
This was a Giant in its time its still Dam good now

If you Like maps and amies you will like this. Yes its a bit dated and the graphics show that, but the gameplay and startagy are
as good as ever.. ***WARNING*** This game is pretty terrible - you start off thinking that it's like a copycat version of a Final
Fantasy game... which isn't so bad. Then, you push the button the first time (after the small dialogue of broken English) and the
remaining dialogues are in Russian! WTF??? I probably only spent like a dollar on this game, but it makes me trust the Steam
reviews a little bit less. I used the positive reviews to make my choice, so I'll be more careful in the future.... Not bad at all, fun
little game.. Underwhelming.
10\/10. I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING LOVE THIS GAME ^XDD
\/I'm waiting for the fourth part\/. Fun error report minigame. I can't get past it, any cheat codes? 5/5
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Great game! Fine story, sound, graphics. I didn't have a lot of free time, but still wanted to get back to this game :) Partly
playing with my son (fighting for the computer!) ;-) He is the great player (Counter Strike etc.) - and his comment is: "Persian is
the greatest game I've played' Good work, good game! Thanks. Genuinely rubbish controls on this one, and the animation has
not aged well at all.. Its a horibol game not fun game play so just buy a better game. Short but hard 2D shooter with easy
achievements.. The multiplayer doesn't work.. POPCAP WHYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY????????????????. Concise, challenging platformer with clean and
enjoyable pixel art. Finds a good difficulty sweet spot for someone like me that doesn't necessarily love punishing games.
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